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Weighing and counting scale.
DESCRIPTION
Too much inventory is just cash tied up, whilst being too
generous with ‘giveaway’ can be a profit drain. Fast, accurate
counting is a means of ensuring tighter control of goods issued
or received.
The G227 provides total control of your counting process,
with many features to make your operation faster and error-free.
It can also produce labels, with or without bar codes, for pack
identification purposes or to control the movement of goods.
CAPACITY

STANDARD
RESOLUTION

EXPANDABLE
RESOLUTION

5kg

0.5g

0.02g

25kg

2g

0.1g

50kg

5g

0.2g

Pan Size:
		

5 kg:
25kg/50kg:

203mm diameter
345mm x 340mm

FEATURES
■ Up to 250,000 Displayed Divisions
The G227 offers high accuracy and performance with
up to 250,000 displayed divisions and 1 : 2,000,000
internal resolution.
■ Capacities
Three standard capacities are available. Interface with
up to two higher capacity platforms is also provided,
to enable all your components, large or small, to be
counted on one system.
■ 1000 Components/Item Records
Details of up to 1000 components are stored in the
machine’s database and can be downloaded to a PC or
other G227s.
■ Bar Code Labels
The G227 will link to a variety of printers, for easy
production of a range of label layouts - with or without
bar codes.

■ Bar Code Reader
A bar code reader is available and can be powered from
the scale, for fast, accurate data entry.
■ Clear Operator Prompts
The G227 is highly-user friendly thanks to the five “soft”
keys, which provide clear prompting as the operator
carries out different functions. A clear graphics display
is designed to ensure the best possible visibility from
any angle.
■ Database Fields
Database fields include part number, tare, description
and totals of count and weight.
■ Portable
Internal or external battery options offer the flexibility of
locating the G227 wherever you need to count.
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